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ABSTRACT

1

Teleportation is a navigation technique widely used in virtual reality applications using head-mounted displays. Basic teleportation
usually moves a user’s viewpoint to a new destination of the virtual environment without taking into account the physical space
surrounding them. However, considering the user’s real workspace
is crucial for preventing them from reaching its limits and thus
managing direct access to multiple virtual objects. In this paper,
we propose to display a virtual representation of the user’s real
workspace before the teleportation, and compare manual and automatic techniques for positioning such a virtual workspace. For
manual positioning, the user adjusts the position and orientation
of their future virtual workspace. A first controlled experiment
compared exocentric and egocentric manipulation techniques with
different virtual workspace representations, including or not an
avatar at the user’s future destination. Although exocentric and
egocentric techniques result in a similar level of performance, representations with an avatar help the user to understand better how
they will land after teleportation. For automatic positioning, the
user selects their future virtual workspace among relevant options
generated at runtime. A second controlled experiment shows that
the manual technique selected from the first experiment and the
automatic technique are more efficient than the basic teleportation. Besides, the manual technique seems to be more suitable for
crowded scenes than the automatic one.

Teleportation is a popular locomotion technique that allows a user
to move beyond the limits of their available physical space while
minimizing simulator sickness [26, 48]. Using such technique, the
user can select a destination point and instantaneously appear at
this new location in the virtual environment (VE). However, this
technique usually does not consider the physical space surrounding the user and their position inside this space. Due to a lack of
awareness of the real workspace boundaries, the user may quickly
reach the limits of their workspace while performing a virtual task.
Common solutions, such as alerting the user when they approach
the boundaries, increase the user’s mistrust in virtual reality (VR)
systems, and often break their immersion and sense of presence.
These solutions also induce the user to stay still and perform many
small teleportations, instead of using their real movements to reach
objects of the VE, especially when they get stuck in a corner or
against a boundary of their real workspace. On the other hand, real
walking could be highly beneficial for improving immersion. Solutions like redirected walking [35] provide a compelling approach
for the user to explore large VEs while overcoming the constraints
of the real workspace. However, the redirected walking algorithms
usually require physical spaces larger than 6m × 6m [6]. It may not
be possible for common users with head-mounted displays (HMD)
because their real workspace is also limited by the room size.
This work aims to help the user to gain a prior knowledge of
the accessible area of the VE, which allows them to access multiple virtual objects with real walking and avoid reaching the real
workspace limits. To achieve this goal, we propose to display and
manipulate a virtual representation of the real workspace when
using the teleportation technique. This virtual representation of
the real workspace, also called virtual workspace in this paper, is
similar to the concepts of vehicle [11] or stage [20].
Optimizing future access of the user to multiple objects within
their physically accessible area could be useful in many scenarios.
For example, in VR escape room games [1, 2], if the user can position their virtual workspace close to some area of interest where
the clues are possibly hidden, they can fully explore this area by
walking and thus avoid a lot of unnecessary teleportations. With
first-person shooter games [5], by choosing an appropriate virtual
workspace position, they can physically move to hide and attack
enemies. Another example is some complex VR training system [4]
that consists of several assembly tasks at different locations in the
VE. Positioning the virtual workspace around an assembly area of
each sub-task might help the user to focus better on knowledge
acquisition and assembly procedure learning as they do not need to
manage virtual objects’ accessibility while completing this sub-task.
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In order to help the user to define the position and orientation
of this virtual workspace, we explore two strategies, named manual positioning and automatic positioning. The former allows the
user to manually adjust the position and orientation of their future
virtual workspace. The latter, using clustering techniques, automatically generates a series of possible virtual workspaces considering
the interactive object layout in the VE. The user can select their
future virtual workspace among the relevant options proposed by
the system. We investigated these different positioning techniques
in two controlled experiments. In the first one (pre-study), we assessed three manual positioning techniques and selected the most
appropriate one. In the second one, we compared the selected manual positioning and the automatic positioning techniques to the
basic teleportation technique. We evaluated the user performance
in terms of efficiency, number of teleportations, and cognitive load,
considering various virtual object layouts. From the results, we
derived some usability guidelines for such techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work
about teleportation and navigation techniques that take the user’s
real workspace into account. Section 3 details the two positioning
strategies. Section 4 describes the two experiments and analyze the
results. Finally, section 5 concludes by proposing some guidelines
and discussing open problems of this contribution.

2

RELATED WORK

The mapping between the real and virtual world is a fundamental
issue of every VR applications, and various previous works explore
solutions to manage this relationship. To avoid the user’s collisions
with the real world and grant direct access to virtual objects, some
applications choose to have a fixed one-to-one mapping between
the real and virtual environments. For example, Cheng et al. [17]
and Sra et al. [41] propose to procedurally generate the virtual
environment based on a 3D scan of the real world with a depth
camera. Consequently, the size and shape of the virtual environment
are constrained. Redirected walking [35] or other view distortion
techniques [45] can be used to map a large virtual environment
to a small real workspace while allowing the user to walk freely.
Impossible Space [44] also uses a self-overlapping architectural
layout to allow the user to walk through multiple virtual rooms
while staying in the same real room. However, these solutions are
not suitable for all applications since they require a reasonably
large real workspace, and physical walking could also be tiresome
when the user has to travel long distances.
Virtual navigation is a generic solution which allows the user
to go beyond the real workspace limits [12]. However, it breaks
the one-to-one mapping between the real and virtual environment.
Such mismatch may result in safety issues as the user could collide with physical obstacles that are invisible in the virtual world.
The user may feel afraid of encountering real-world obstacles [18]
and thus alter their movement behaviors [18, 39]. In such cases, it
is crucial to provide the user with a way to visualize and understand the limits of their real workspace. For example, 3DM [14] not
only allows the user to walk naturally on a magic carpet representing the tracking space, but also to move this magic carpet over a
long-distance using a steering technique. Magic Barrier Tape [19]
employs a virtual barrier tape to indicate the available walking area
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to the user. The user can go beyond the boundaries by "pushing"
the tape. More recently, Chen et al. [15] present a human-joystick
technique that takes the real workspace boundaries into account to
prevent collisions during navigation.
Teleportation is another virtual-navigation technique widely
used in VR applications. Basic teleportation allows the user to
instantly appear at a remote target position using a pointing technique [12]. The instantaneous transition of viewpoint avoids the
sensory conflict between the visual feedback and the user’s vestibular systems, which reduces simulator sickness compared to other
locomotion techniques [26, 48]. However, teleportation lacks optical flow, which limits the user’s ability to perform path finding
and leads to disorientation [7, 9]. Several existing approaches aim
to improve teleportation. Point and Teleport technique [13, 23] allows the user to specify their orientation before the teleportation.
Jumper [10] employs the user’s eye gaze to specify the target destination and thus enables hand-free teleportation. Dash [9] quickly
but continuously displaces the user’s viewpoint to retain optical
flow cues. The out-of-body locomotion technique [25] allows the
user to seamlessly switch between a first-person and a third-person
view to reduce the confusion caused by discontinuous avatar movements for multiple-user teleportation.
Some approaches combine teleportation with real walking to
better use the available real workspace and facilitate real walking.
For example, Redirected Teleportation [29] requires the user to
step into a portal to activate teleportation, which unobtrusively
reorients and re-positions the user away from the tracking space
boundary. Interactive Portals [21] reorient the user to a safe position via portals sliding up from the ground in the center of the
CAVE. Switch techniques [49] help the user to recover a one-to-one
mapping between real and virtual workspace inside some areas
in the VE. The user can access the virtual objects of the areas by
walking. However, these areas need to be predefined according to
the layout of VE and the shape of the real workspace, which makes
it hard to apply in a generic context. Apart from that, the SteamVR
plugin for Unity [3] can provide a virtual representation of the real
workspace boundaries before the teleportation. However, the user
cannot manipulate the orientation of this virtual representation.
In this paper, we overcome the limits of the existing approaches
by designing two types of positioning techniques (manual vs. automatic) that allow the user to manage their virtual workspace before
each teleportation, and to develop strategies to access multiple objects by real walking. These techniques do not rely on specific virtual object layouts or prior knowledge of the user’s real workspace.

3

POSITIONING TECHNIQUES

In this section, we will present our considerations and design for
the virtual workspace positioning techniques.

3.1

Manual Techniques

The manual positioning techniques use a 3D volume representing
the user’s real workspace, and the user can directly control its
position and orientation in the VE to customize the teleportation.
Interacting with a predefined volume has been used for multipleobject selection (MOS) [31, 42] to select the enclosed objects at
once. The user can use manipulation techniques, such as the go-go
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Figure 1: Three manual positioning techniques: the user (a)
rotates the volume around its central vertical axis; (b) rotates
the 3D volume and an avatar around the central axis; and (c)
rotates the 3D volume around the avatar’s vertical axis.
technique [31], to manipulate this volume remotely to select distant
objects. In our approach, we extended the ray casting technique [33]
to enable the virtual workspace manipulation.
In our first manual technique, the 3D volume of the virtual
workspace appears when the user presses the touch pad of the
controller. The intersection point between the virtual ray and the
virtual ground determines the future position of this volume. The
user can rotate the volume around its vertical axis (see Figure 1(a))
by sliding the finger in a circle on the touch pad with a one-to-one
mapping. The objects fully or partially enclosed by the volume are
selected and highlighted with a more intense colour. The user can
release the touch pad to end the manipulation, and then they will
be teleported into the newly specified virtual workspace with a
correct matching to their real workspace.
To enhance the spatial awareness [12], we propose two other
techniques, which add additional visual information to the virtual
workspace representation: an avatar showing directly how the user
will land after the teleportation. This avatar is a ghost representation
of the user at their future location, which helps them to get selfrelated information.
These techniques differ in their rotation axis position. One technique uses an exocentric manipulation by rotating the 3D volume
and the avatar around the volume’s central vertical axis (see Figure 1(b)). The exocentric information can help people to see global
trends [8] and enhances the size judgment [32]. The other technique uses an egocentric manipulation by rotating the 3D volume
around the avatar’s vertical axis (see Figure 1(c)). The egocentric
cues can help people to gather the self-related information and
result in more accurate distance estimation [30].

3.2

Automatic Technique

In many VR applications, the virtual objects that the user can directly interact with are usually predefined in the scenarios. Based
on the layout of these objects and considering the user’s actual real
workspace, the system can compute possible virtual workspaces
and propose them to the user. The user can then select their future
virtual workspace among relevant options depending on the task
requirements. Our approach to compute a set of suitable virtual
workspaces is to: (i) organize objects into clusters by grouping or
splitting them; (ii) compute bounding volumes for each cluster; and
(iii) repeats the above steps until the size of the bounding volume
and the size of user’s real workspace become equivalent.
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In the first step of the approach, bottom-up or top-down algorithms can be used to cluster virtual objects. The bottom-up
algorithms treat each virtual object as a singleton cluster at the
beginning, and then successively merge pairs of clusters until the
user’s real workspace can no longer enclose the bounding volume
of a cluster. The top-down algorithms start with a cluster that includes all virtual objects and split the cluster recursively until each
sub-cluster is smaller than the user’s real workspace. Different criteria can be applied to organize objects into a cluster. For example,
K-means is a fast and straightforward heuristic to group pairs of
clusters based on their nearest mean [28]. Beyond those geometrical
approaches, one can also use semantic knowledge about the scene
to align objects of the same kind [43], or use collisions to define
clusters when simulating the real-world behaviors [34].
Algorithm 1 Virtual workspaces positioning algorithm
Input: ObjList, UsrRWS
Output: PosList
1: procedure TopDown(𝑂𝑏 𝑗𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, 𝑈 𝑠𝑟𝑅𝑊 𝑆)
2:
𝑁 ← ObjList.length
3:
if 𝑁 = 1 then
4:
PosList.Add(𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵(𝑂𝑏 𝑗𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡).𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
5:
return PosList
6:
else
7:
𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑥 ← AABB(𝑂𝑏 𝑗𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡)
8:
if !𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑇 𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑥, 𝑈 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑊 𝑆) then
9:
𝑙𝑁 , 𝑟 𝑁 ← Kmeans(𝑂𝑏 𝑗𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡, 2)
10:
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 .append(TopDown(𝑙𝑁 , 𝑈 𝑠𝑟𝑅𝑊 𝑆))
11:
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 .append(topDown(𝑟 𝑁 , 𝑈 𝑠𝑟𝑅𝑊 𝑆))
12:
else
13:
return PosList
As a first prototype, we implemented a simple top-down algorithm (see Algorithm 1) to compute the possible virtual workspace
positions in sublinear time. It uses K-means (with k=2) to split the
inputting objects (ObjList) into disjoint subsets based on their 2D
positions (x, z), and generates a bounding volume around each subset using axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) approach [24]. The
recursive splitting creates a binary tree, and processes until a subset
either contains only one virtual object, or its bounding volumes
can be encapsulated in the user’s real workspace (UsrRWS). By
traversing the binary tree, the algorithm creates and returns a
list of bounding volume positions from the leaf nodes. Based on
this list, the system can subsequently instantiate 3D volumes at
each bounding volume position to represent the possible virtual
workspaces. In the example of Figure 2, our algorithm provides
five virtual workspaces for a given configuration of the VE and a
3m × 3m user’s real workspace. This algorithm is a first implementation to test the related interaction technique and user acceptability
of an automatic technique. It can be improved later by considering arbitrary-oriented bounding boxes (OBB) or other clustering
methods.
The proposed virtual workspaces are normally invisible to the
user. As soon as the user’s virtual ray collides with a virtual workspace,
it is displayed along with an avatar indicating the user’s future destination (see Figure 3(a)). When the user walks into an overlapping
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Figure 4: Conditions of the first experiment: (a) Exo-withoutavatar, (b) Exo-with-avatar and (c) Ego-with-avatar.

Figure 2: Results of the positioning algorithm: five virtual
workspaces (green) are proposed to the user for 12 interactive objects (light blue) located in three virtual rooms
(white). Three workspaces are disjointed (no overlap rooms),
and two overlap each other (overlap room).

• Exo-with-avatar is an exocentric technique for which the
rotation axis is still at the center of the virtual workspace representation. An avatar is included to show the user’s future
position. This avatar is a simplified human body wearing a
head-mounted display.
• Ego-with-avatar is an egocentric technique that uses the
future position of the user (i.e. the avatar position) as the
rotation axis of the virtual workspace representation. The
same simplified avatar is used in this condition.
We did not include an egocentric technique without the avatar because the rotation axis is invisible, making it difficult for the user to
understand the manipulation. The experiment was a within-subject
design with techniqe as a factor. The order of the techniqes
was counterbalanced across participants using a balanced Latin
square.

4.1

Figure 3: Top view of the user (a) selects a virtual workspace
among relevant options; (b) enters an overlapping area and
the system displays avatars to represent the connected virtual workspaces; and (c) selects a subsequent workspace by
pointing the virtual ray to its corresponding avatar.
area between multiple virtual workspaces, the system allows the
user to switch directly from their current virtual workspace to one
of the connected workspaces by showing their related avatars (see
Figure 3 (b)). The user can then select a new workspace by pointing
the virtual ray to its associated avatar (see Figure 3 (c)). The virtual
objects enclosed inside the selected workspace are highlighted with
a more intense color.

H1 Exo-with-avatar and Ego-with-avatar will reduce disorientation and the time required to find a target after the teleportation, compared to Exo-without-avatar.
H2 Less time will be required for positioning the virtual workspace
representation with Exo-with-avatar than with Ego-withavatar.
H3 Less time will be required to find a target after the teleportation with Ego-with-avatar than with Exo-with-avatar.

4.2
4

Hypothesis

We expected the conditions with the avatar would help the user to
anticipate their next position in the virtual scene. We also assumed
that Exo-with-avatar would highlight the entire virtual workspace
and would make it easier to enclose the targeted virtual objects,
while Ego-with-avatar focuses on the user’s future destination and
causes less disorientation. Therefore we formulated the following
hypotheses:

Participants

EXPERIMENT 1

As a first step, we conducted a controlled experiment to evaluate
the three manual techniques proposed in section 3.1. We aimed
to assess the benefits of including an avatar at the user’s future
destination in the virtual workspace. We also wanted to compare
egocentric and exocentric manipulation techniques in terms of user
spatial awareness and performance. The experiment thus compared
the following techniqes (see Figure 4):
• Exo-without-avatar is an exocentric technique allowing the
user to move the virtual workspace representation and to
rotate it around its central axis. No preview of the user’s
future position is offered.

We recruited 12 participants, aged between 25 and 31 (6 men and
6 women). Only one person was left-handed. Three participants
had VR experience. 11 out of 12 rated their everyday usage of headmounted displays as very low.

4.3

Experiment setup

The VR setup consisted of an HTC Vive Pro Eye with both position
and orientation tracking, as well as integrated eye-tracking technology. The virtual environment was rendered using Unity with a
resolution of 1440 × 1600 pixels per eye at 90 Hz. The experiment
room supported a 3m × 3m tracking area. User input was detected
using a Vive handheld controller.

Virtual Navigation considering User Workspace: Automatic and Manual Positioning before Teleportation
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Figure 6: Mean TCT (left) and manipulation time (right) by
techniqe. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals (CI).
• Manipulation time: the time used to enclose all the pillars.
The measurement started when the virtual workspace representation collided with one of the pillars and ended when
the participant triggered the teleportation.
• Target identification time: the time that the participant needed
to reorient themself to find the red pillar. The measurement
started just after the teleportation, and ended when the eye
gaze of the participant collided with the red pillar (measured
by the eye-tracking system of the HTC Vive).

Figure 5: Each starting position in the virtual scene positioned the participant at one of the 6 positions in the real
space (left). The pillar set was located with 3 different orientations, in one of the 8 directions around the participant,
and at one of the 3 distances from the participant (right).

4.4

Experimental task

To assess spatial awareness, existing studies [12, 47] measure the
time needed for participants to reorient themselves and find objects
previously seen in the virtual scene. We used a similar task to
evaluate the three techniqes in terms of spatial awareness and
manipulation efficiency. Before each trial, the participant was asked
to walk to a starting point presented by a green dotted circle on the
floor. Then, a set of pillars were displayed, and the trial started. The
pillar set consists of one red and seven blue pillars located on four
sides of a 3m × 3m square. The participant had to adjust the virtual
workspace position to enclose all the pillars as if they wanted to
be able to access all of them without having to perform additional
teleportations. Once all the pillars were enclosed, the participant
could release the Vive controller touch pad to travel to the selected
destination. Subsequently, the participant needed to touch the red
pillar with the Vive controller to end the trial.

4.5

Procedure

Each participant was welcomed, received instructions on the task,
and signed an informed consent form. After setting up the headmounted display, we calibrated the eye tracker. For each techniqe,
the participant first experienced training trials. Next, the participant completed 24 trials in randomized order resulting from a
particular subset of the full combination of 6 starting points in
the real space, 8 relative directions between the starting point and
the pillar set (-135°, -90°, -45°, 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°), 3 distances
between the starting point and the pillar set (4m, 6m, 8m) and 3
orientations of the pillar set (0°, 22.5°, 45°), as illustrated in Figure 5.
After each techniqe, the participant filled out a questionnaire.
At the end of the experiment, the participant also ranked the three
techniqes according to their preference. The whole experiment
lasted approximately 45 minutes.

4.6

Data collection

We registered 864 trials: 3 techniqes × 24 repetitions × 12 participants. For each trial, we logged the following measures:
• Task Completion Time (TCT): the total duration of a trial. The
measurement started when the participant arrived at the
starting point and ended when the red pillar was touched.

We used the NASA-TLX questionnaire [27] and also added two
more questions about anticipation (Were you able to anticipate
where you would be after teleportation?) and disorientation (Did
you feel disoriented after teleportation?). Criteria were graded on
a 21-point scale and later converted to a 100-point score.

4.7

Statistical results

For each measure, we used normal QQ-plots and Shapiro-Wilk
Tests to analyze data normality. TCT, manipulation time and target
identification time were not normally distributed, so we applied a
log-transformation to analyze them, as recommended by Robertson
& Kaptein [37] (p. 316). To minimize the noise in our data, we averaged the 24 repetitions of each techniqe. We then ran a one-way
ANOVA test and conducted post-hoc analysis with paired sample
T-tests with Bonferroni corrections1 . Means (M) are reported with
standard deviations.
For TCT (see Figure 6, left), we did not find a significant effect
of techniqe (𝐹 2,22 = 1.291, 𝑝 = 0.295), and all conditions had
close mean values: Exo-without-avatar (M = 10.18±4.21s), Exo-withavatar (M = 11.09±3.43s) and Ego-with-avatar (M = 12.56±3.85s).
For manipulation time (see Figure 6, right), we observed a significant effect of techniqe (𝐹 2,22 = 4.683, 𝑝 = 0.0202). Pairwise comparisons showed that participants spent less time with Exo-withoutavatar (M = 6.54±3.32s) than with Ego-with-avatar (M = 10.66±4.07s,
𝑝 = 0.0042). No significant differences were found between Exowithout-avatar and Exo-with-avatar (M = 10.66±4.07s, 𝑝 = 0.132),
and between Exo-with-avatar and Ego-with-avatar (𝑝 = 0.64).
For target identification time (see Figure 7, left), we detected a significant effect of techniqe (𝐹 2,22 = 17.40, 𝑝 < 0.0001). Pairwise
comparisons showed that target identification time was significantly shorter with Exo-with-avatar (M = 0.81±0.20s, 𝑝 = 0.0021)
and Ego-with-avatar (M = 0.77±0.38s, 𝑝 = 0.0015) than with Exowithout-avatar (M = 1.79±1.06s). No significant differences were
found between Exo-with-avatar and Ego-with-avatar (𝑝 = 0.57).
1 All statistical analyses were performed with R and we used a significance level of
𝛼 = 0.05 for all tests.
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Figure 7: Mean target identification time (left) and NASATLX score (right) by techniqe. Error bars show 95% CI.

Figure 8: Mean anticipation (left) and disorientation (right)
score by techniqe. Error bars show 95% CI.
For the subjective questionnaire, we used Friedman’s tests and
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for post-hoc analysis in conformity
with such non-parametric data. For cognitive load, we did not find
a significant effect of techniqe (𝜒 2 (2) = 1.721, 𝑝 = 0.423) on
the NASA-TLX score (see Figure 7, right). However, we detected
a significant effect of techniqe on anticipation (𝜒 2 (2) = 19.19,
𝑝 < 0.0001) and disorientation (𝜒 2 (2) = 21.80, 𝑝 < 0.0001). Post-hoc
analysis shows that Exo-with-avatar (M = 16.67±12.67, 𝑝 = 0.0057)
and Ego-with-avatar (M = 15.00±12.06, 𝑝 = 0.0061) resulted in a
significantly better anticipation (see Figure 8, left) compared to Exowithout-avatar (M = 85.83±9.00). It shows that significantly less
disorientation (see Figure 8, right) was perceived by the participants
with Exo-with-avatar (M = 20.00±19.19, 𝑝 = 0.015) and Ego-withavatar (M = 16.08±19.08, 𝑝 = 0.0099) than with Exo-without-avatar
(M = 63.33±30.70). In addition, 11 out of 12 participants preferred
Exo-with-avatar and Ego-with-avatar over Exo-without-avatar, and
8 out of 12 participants ranked Ego-with-avatar as their favorite
condition.

4.8

Discussion

Despite the non-significant difference in task completion time, we
found that the use of an avatar has a significant impact on manipulation time and target identification time. On the one hand,
participants performed faster the manipulation task of the virtual
workspace with Exo-without-avatar than with Ego-with-avatar. Manipulation with Exo-without-avatar seems also slightly faster than
with Exo-with-avatar, but the difference is not significant. On the
other hand, the two conditions with avatar resulted in significantly
less disorientation and thus a shorter target identification time,
which supports H1. Even if the results could be predictable since
the visual feedback directly shows how the user will “land" in the VE,
it is interesting to measure its actual impact. While the user spends
slightly more time positioning the avatar, they can plan and better
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understand the upcoming teleportation, decreasing disorientation
and the time needed to complete the task after the teleportation. In
the conditions with avatar, positioning the avatar can increase the
cognitive load, but finding the target requires less cognitive effort.
This can explain why the overall difference in cognitive load is not
significant.
Contrary to our expectations, we were not able to find significant
differences between exocentric and egocentric techniques in term
of user performance. For manipulation time, the difference is not
significant, which does not support H2. For target identification
time, no significant difference was found between Exo-with-avatar
and Ego-with-avatar, which rejects H3. We also did not detect significant differences between Exo-with-avatar and Ego-with-avatar
for cognitive load, anticipation and disorientation. However, participants preferred Ego-with-avatar to Exo-with-avatar according to the
questionnaires. In particular, participants reported that Ego-withavatar allowed them to "focus more on themselves" (P6) during the
manipulation step, was "easier for positioning themselves" (P9), and
was "easier for finding" (P3) the target objects after teleportation.
The two conditions with avatar seem to reach close performance
levels. However, we wanted to select one of them to compare it
with the automatic positioning technique in the second experiment.
Consequently, we decided to choose the Ego-with-avatar based on
the user preference.

5

EXPERIMENT 2

The goal of this experiment is to compare the manual technique
selected from the first experiment (i.e., Ego-with-avatar) and the
automatic technique to a basic teleportation. In this experiment, we
set up a more realistic task similar to an escape room game. The VE
consisted of a series of virtual rooms. Participants needed to select
multiple objects to escape each room and continue the exploration.
The experiment followed a [3×2] within-subject design with the
following factors:
• techniqe: Basic, Manual and Automatic,
• layout: Overlap and No-overlap.
For techniqe (see Figure 9), the three variations are:
• Basic is the basic teleportation technique used as a baseline. A virtual ray appeared when participants pressed the
controller’s touchpad. The teleportation position was determined by the collision point between the ray and the virtual
floor. It was represented by a green dotted circle. Participants
activated teleportation by releasing the touch pad.
• Manual is the manual Ego-with-avatar technique described
in section 4. Participants used the virtual ray to manipulate
the virtual workspace representation instead of the dotted
circle used in the Basic technique.
• Automatic is the automatic technique described in Section 3.
Participants used the virtual ray to select a virtual workspace
among the relevant options proposed by Algorithm 1.
For layout, two different object layouts were used:
• No-overlap: objects were laid out in two separate areas, which
could be included in the participant’s real workspace. The
Automatic technique thus proposed one virtual workspace
for each area.
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Figure 9: Three conditions for techniqe: (a) Basic teleportation; (b) Manual technique selected from Experiment 1;
(c) Automatic technique: the user selects their future virtual workspace among relevant options (left), or selecting
avatars in overlapping conditions (right).
• Overlap: objects were spread in an area larger than the participant’s real workspace. The Automatic technique proposed
a set of virtual workspaces which enclosed only a subset of
the objects.
The order of the techniqes was counter-balanced across participants using a balanced Latin square, and the order of the layout
was also counter-balanced for each techniqe.

5.1

Hypothesis

In comparison to the basic teleportation, we expected that the
manual and the automatic positioning techniques would allow the
user to access more easily multiple objects using physical walking.
With the automatic technique, the user could select their future
virtual workspace among the proposed ones and thus would be able
to avoid the manipulation step required for positioning it. However,
in a crowded virtual environment, the large number of proposed
virtual workspaces could be confusing for the user. We, therefore,
formulated the following hypotheses:
H1 Automatic and Manual will result in better user performance,
compared to the Basic teleportation.
H2 Automatic and Manual will result in better sense of presence,
compared to the Basic teleportation.
H3 In No-overlap, Automatic performs better than Manual.
H4 In Overlap, Manual performs better than Automatic.

5.2

Participants

We recruited 12 participants, aged between 25 and 32 (7 men, 5
women). 6 participants had VR experience. 8 out of 12 rated their
everyday usage of head-mounted displays as very low.

Figure 10: Two object layouts were used: (left) No-overlap in
which objects (red) and treasure boxes (gray) were randomly
located in two disjointed 3m × 3m areas; and (right) Overlap
in which objects (red) and treasure boxes (gray) were randomly placed in a single 5m × 5m area. The light gray rectangles represent the virtual workspaces computed in the Automatic condition.

5.4

Experiment setup

The VR setup was the same as in Experiment 1.

Experimental task

Participants traveled in a large virtual environment composed of
nine rooms. In each room, they had to select multiple objects. When
participants reached their real workspace limits, a warning sign
appeared in their field of view with an alarm sound to ensure
participants’ safety. The first room was used for the training task,
and the other eight were set up for the evaluation: half with the
No-overlap layout and half with the Overlap layout. Both types of
layouts required participants to access ten target objects, grab them
with the controller, and bring them back to one of two treasure
boxes one by one (see Figure 10). With the No-overlap layout, the
objects and the treasure boxes were located within two disjointed
3m × 3m areas. Each area contained five targets and one treasure
box located randomly on 6 of 9 positions. With the Overlap layout,
the objects and the treasure boxes were placed randomly on 12 of 25
positions located in a single 5m × 5m area. In Automatic condition
of this layout, the algorithm computed four overlapping virtual
workspace positions to cover the full area.

5.5

Procedure

Each participant was welcomed, received instructions on the task,
and signed an informed consent form. For each techniqe, the
participant first completed the training task with eight targets and
two treasure boxes located inside four 3m × 3m areas (three overlapped and one not-overlapped). During this step, the experimenter
was allowed to answer their questions, if any. Next, the participant
completed eight trials (4 with No-overlap and 4 with Overlap, or vice
versa). After each techniqe, they filled out an Igroup Presence
Questionnaire (IPQ) [36, 38] to measure the sense of presence and
two NASA-TLX questionnaires [27] to assess the cognitive load of
each layout. We used the color of the rooms to help the participant
to differentiate the two layouts. At the end of the experiment,
the participant also ranked the three techniques according to their
preference. The whole experiment lasted around 60 min.

5.6
5.3
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Data collection

We registered 288 trials: 3 techniqes × 2 layouts × 4 repetitions ×
12 participants. For each trial, we collected the following measures:
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Figure 11: Mean TCT (left) and warnings (right) by techniqe × layout. Error bars show 95% CI.
• Task Completion Time (TCT): the total duration of a trial. The
measurement started when the participant entered a room
and ended when all objects were put in the treasure boxes.
• Warnings: the number of times the participant triggered the
warning sign.
• Teleportations: the number of teleportations performed.
Each question of the NASA-TLX was graded on a 21-point scale
and converted to a 100-point score. Each question of the IPQ was
graded on a 7-point Likert scale (from 0 to 6).

5.7

Statistical results

To minimize the noise in our data, we averaged the 4 repetitions of
each techniqe × layout. Means (M) are reported with standard
deviations.
For TCT, we used normal QQ-plots and Shapiro-Wilk Tests to
analyze data normality. The data was not normally distributed, so
we applied a log-transformation to analyze it following statistical
recommendations [37]. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA
with the model techniqe × layout revealed a significant effect
of techniqe (𝐹 2,22 = 11.08, 𝑝 = 0.0005) and interaction effect
(𝐹 2,22 = 4.79, 𝑝 = 0.019), but no significant effect of layout (𝐹 1,11 =
2.13, 𝑝 = 0.17) was found. For techniqe, post-hoc Tukey HSD
tests indicated that performing the task with Manual (M = 45.70±
9.65s, 𝑝 = 0.0019) and Automatic (M = 45.40±9.46s, 𝑝 = 0.0011)
was significant faster than with Basic (M = 61.70 ± 20.19s). For
techniqe × layout (see Figure 11, left), post-hoc Tukey HSD tests
shown the task with the No-overlap layout was significant faster to
achieve with Manual (M = 43.75±10.63s, 𝑝 = 0.0005) and Automatic
(M = 39.80±8.75s, 𝑝 < 0.0001) than with Basic (M = 64.02±20.60s).
For the task with the Overlap layout, Basic (M = 58.99±19.23s) was
significantly different from Manual (M = 46.97±10.86s, 𝑝 = 0.044),
but not from Automatic (M = 49.87±13.75s, 𝑝 = 0.17). In all cases, no
significant differences were found between Manual and Automatic.
For Warnings, we used non-parametric tests in conformity with
the nature of count data. We first aggregated the data by techniqe
and a Friedman test revealed a significant effect of techniqe
(𝜒 2 (2) = 11.51, 𝑝 = 0.0032). Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests2 shown
that participants triggered significantly more Warnings with Basic
(M = 3.38±3.32) than with Manual (M = 1.50±1.11, 𝑝 = 0.041) and
Automatic (M = 0.90±0.67, 𝑝 = 0.034). No significant differences
were found between Manual and Automatic. We then split the data
by layout and ran a Friedman test for each layout (see Figure 11,
right). For No-overlap, it indicated a significant effect of techniqe
2 In

this experiment, all Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests were performed with HolmBonferroni corrections.
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Figure 12: Mean Teleportations by techniqe × layout. Error bars show 95% CI.
(𝜒 2 (2) = 14.28, 𝑝 = 0.0008). Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests shown that
participants triggered significant more Warnings for the No-overlap
layout with Basic (M = 3.29±2.91) than with Manual (M = 1.35±1.41,
𝑝 = 0.029) and Automatic (M = 0.33 ± 0.44, 𝑝 = 0.011). Manual
was also significantly different than Automatic (𝑝 = 0.032) for Nooverlap. For Overlap, no significant effect of techniqe was found
(𝜒 2 (2) = 4.95, 𝑝 = 0.084).
For Teleportations, we also used non-parametric tests. We first
aggregated the data by techniqe and a Friedman test revealed
a significant effect of techniqe (𝜒 2 (2) = 19.50, 𝑝 < 0.0001).
Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests shown that participants teleported
significantly more with Basic (M = 19.00±17.49) than with Manual
(M = 3.00 ± 0.85, 𝑝 = 0.0050) and Automatic (M = 3.53 ± 0.90,
𝑝 = 0.0015). No significant difference was found between Manual
and Automatic. We then split the data by layout and ran a Friedman
test for each layout (see Figure 12). For both layouts, we had
similar results to that of the aggregated data, pointing out that
there was probably no interaction effect of techniqe×layout.
For the NASA-TLX questionnaires, we aggregated the data by
techniqe and did not detect a significant effect of techniqe
(𝜒 2 (2) = 2.426, 𝑝 = 0.2974). We also aggregated the data by layout
and observed that the Overlap layout (M = 42.22±21.72) induced
a significantly higher cognitive load than the No-overlap layout
(M = 38.75±19.76, 𝑝 = 0.0050). Further analysis on the data split
by layout revealed that a significant higher cognitive load was
required with Automatic (M = 32.98 ± 18.76) than with Manual
(M = 28.96±17.95, 𝑝 = 0.031) for the Overlap layout.
For the IPQ questionnaire (see Figure 13), a Friedman test revealed a significant effect of techniqe (𝜒 2 (2) = 19.63, 𝑝 < 0.0001).
Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests reported a significantly better presence with Manual (M = 3.89 ± 0.47, 𝑝 = 0.0025) and Automatic
(M = 4.80±0.53, 𝑝 = 0.0025) than with Basic (M = 4.75±0.69).
Finally, 11 out of 12 participants preferred Manual and Automatic for both tasks over the Basic condition. For the No-overlap
layout, 6 out of 12 participants ranked Automatic as their favorite,
and 5 participants preferred Manual. For the Overlap layout, 6 out
of 12 participants preferred Manual, and 5 participants preferred
Automatic.

5.8

Discussion

The results provide evidence that the Manual and Automatic techniques outperformed the Basic teleportation. In particular, participants completed the task significantly faster when they were able
to choose the position of the future virtual workspace, compared to
the Basic teleportation. This supports H1. It can be explained by the
fact that the participants could reach multiple virtual objects easily
with physical walking, avoiding unnecessary teleportations. It is
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Manual technique seems more appropriate than the Automatic one
when the VE is crowded with many objects in the same area.

6

Figure 13: Results from the IPQ questionnaire by techniqe × layout. Error bars show 95% CI.
also confirmed by the significantly smaller number of teleportations
executed with Manual and Automatic compared to Basic.
In addition to the better performance, the Manual and Automatic
techniques also resulted in higher sense of presence compared to
the Basic teleportation, according to the IPQ questionnaire. This
supports H2. With Basic teleportation, since the user "cannot imagine the accessible area" (P3) and "cannot determine if an object is
accessible" (P7), a larger number of warnings were triggered while
performing the task, compared to Manual and Automatic. Excessive
warnings often lead the user to distrust the VR system and break
the immersion. For example, participants "feel fear" (P4) and were
"afraid to move" (P5) with Basic teleportation. The fact that the user
performs a more significant number of teleportations and walks less
with the Basic teleportation is also detrimental to their immersion.
For the task with the No-overlap layout, no significant differences
in TCT were found between Manual and Automatic, which does not
support H3. However, significantly more warnings were detected
with Manual condition than with Automatic. The Manual technique
requires the user to position the virtual workspace manually, and
they may sometimes make mistakes, e.g., not including all the target objects or putting the objects too close to the real workspace’s
limits. As a result, they trigger warnings when they try to access
these objects. But the user seems to be able to quickly reposition
the virtual workspace when facing issues with the Manual technique, which explains the non-significant differences for TCT. Consequently, both techniques are suitable in a virtual environment
with no-overlapping interaction areas. However, the Automatic
technique seems more appropriate in such a context since fewer
warnings are triggered, thus avoiding immersion breaks.
For the task with the Overlap layout, no significant differences
in TCT were found between Manual and Automatic, which does
not support H4. However, while the task was significantly faster
to achieve with Manual compared to Basic, similar results were not
reported for Automatic, suggesting that a small difference could
exist between Manual and Automatic. In addition, the score from the
NASA-TLX shown that Manual significantly reduced the cognitive
load, compared to Automatic. As the virtual workspaces proposed
by the system can be numerous and overlapped each other, the user
sometimes has to pass through an intermediate virtual workspace to
reach the one behind, which can be time consuming and increase the
cognitive load. Users also felt "constrained" (P2, P7) as they needed
“to adapt to a previously defined position" (P5). Consequently, the

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed and evaluated several techniques helping
a user to be aware of their future virtual workspace and manage
its position and orientation before the teleportation. Such techniques are interesting to facilitate access to multiple virtual objects
through the user’s physical movements in their real workspace
without reaching its limits. To this aim, we investigated manual
and automatic techniques for positioning this virtual workspace.
A first experiment focused on manual positioning techniques.
It demonstrates that using an avatar to represent the user’s future
position in the virtual workspace reduces disorientation and thus
the time needed to locate targeted objects after teleportation. It also
shows that exocentric and egocentric techniques with an avatar
result in a close performance levels, but the egocentric technique
seems to be preferred by users. A second experiment compared
the egocentric manual technique with an avatar and an automatic
technique to a basic teleportation. The manual and automatic positioning techniques outperform the basic teleportation in terms
of efficiency and immersion. Although these two positioning techniques reach equivalent performances, each one seems to have its
advantages depending on the layout of the virtual environment.
Compared to the manual technique, the automatic one causes fewer
collisions with the real workspace limits in sparse virtual object
layouts, but it induces a higher cognitive load for crowded scenes.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates the benefits of the virtual
workspace positioning approaches over the basic teleportation.
The future work consists of enhancing the automatic technique
by adapting the clustering algorithm to obtain a good balance between the number of proposed virtual workspaces according to the
virtual scenario and the real workspace configuration. Moreover,
further investigations are required to evaluate these techniques considering different shapes and sizes of real workspaces, the density
of the interactive objects in the virtual environment, and the needs
of the VR applications. In addition, it remains unclear how the techniques would perform in other VR scenarios or more cognitively
challenging situations, for example, in an exploration task where
the main goal is not purely to interact with objects. Depending on
user expectations, skills and experiences, the virtual workspace’s visual feedback could be automatically adjusted based on the amount
of the information contained in the scene [22] to avoid overloading
the user’s field of view and to fit virtual scenario needs. Finally,
the suitability of automatic techniques could be studied for specific scenarios that require a perfect match between the real and
virtual environments, for example, to provide tangibility to virtual
objects [16, 40, 46] or in collaborative co-located applications.
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